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Abstract
It is known that supersymmetric nonlinear sigma models for the compact Ka¨hler
manifolds G/H cannot be consistently coupled to supergravity, since the Ka¨hler
potentials are not invariant under the G transformation. We show that the super-
symmetric nonlinear sigma models can be deformed such that the Ka¨hler potential
be exactly G-invariant if and only if one enlarges the manifolds by dropping all the
U(1)’s in the unbroken subgroup H. Then, those nonlinear sigma models can be
coupled to supergravity without losing the G invariance.
(Submitted to Progress of Theoretical Physics)
1 Introduction
One of the fundamental questions in particle physics is why nature chooses three fami-
lies of quarks and leptons but not more than that. Supersymmetric (SUSY) nonlinear
sigma models may provide an answer to this question, since fermion partners of Nambu-
Goldstone (NG) bosons may be identified [1] with all quarks and leptons in the standard
model. The number of families is determined by the geometry of a given coset-space G/H .
In fact, a SUSY E7/SU(5)×U(1)
3 nonlinear sigma model is known to accommodate three
families of quarks and leptons [2]. It will be remarkable that if one goes to larger nonlinear
sigma models using E8, one obtains a pair of extra family and anti-family in addition to
the three families and hence the net number of families remains three.
For general SUSY nonlinear sigma models, manifolds consisting of the NG bosons
should be complex manifolds. If G/H itself is a Ka¨hler manifold, the Ka¨hler potential
for the NG chiral multiplets is uniquely determined by the geometry of the G/H . The
Ka¨hler potential K transforms asK(φ, φ†)→ K(φ, φ†)+F (φ)+F †(φ†) under the global G
transformation, where the F is holomorphic function of the NG superfields φi. Since the
Lagrangian is given by
∫
d2θd2θ¯K(φ, φ†) in the rigid SUSY theory, it is invariant under
the global G transformation.
However, the supergravity (SUGRA) lagrangian is given by [3, 4]
[
ΣΣ† e−K(φ,φ
†)
]
D
+
[
Σ3W (φ)
]
F
(1)
where Σ is the chiral compensator of Weyl weight one in the superconformal tensor cal-
culus which leads to the so-called old minimal Poincare´ supergravity, and [V (w=2) ]D and
[ Φ(w=3) ]F are the D-term and F -term superconformal invariant action formulae appli-
cable to general-type vector multiplet V (w=2) of Weyl weight two and chiral multiplet
Φ(w=3) of Weyl weight three, respectively [5]. The G invariance is maintained by a Σ
rotation Σ → ΣeF provided that the superpotential W vanishes [6]. This is the case for
pure nonlinear sigma model system. Actually, however, we also have matter fields besides
the nonlinear sigma-model fields which usually appear in the superpotential term. In the
real world, moreover, we need at least a constant term in W to get a (almost) vanishing
cosmological constant. Then, the G invariance is explicitly broken and the NG bosons
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get the masses of the order of gravitino mass m3/2. This is the problem whenever non-
vanishing F (φ) appears in the G-transformation of the Ka¨hler potential K(φ, φ†). This
is, in particular, the case when G/H is a compact Ka¨hler manifold.
Nibbelink and van Holten [7] have proposed a method for making the Ka¨hler potential
G-invariant to circumvent the above problem. They have added matter fields Si and
assigned a U(1) charge qi to them such that the superpotentialW (S) carries charge three.
Then, after Ka¨hler-Weyl transformation Σ3W (S)→ Σ3, the Ka¨hler potential becomes
KNL(φ, φ
†) +
1
3
ln |W (S)|2 (2)
which become G-invariant if the matter fields are assumed to receive an additional trans-
formation under G-transformation:
δadditionalG Si = −qiF (φ)Si ⇒ δGW (S) = −3F (φ)W (S) (3)
where F (φ) is the holomorphic shift of the nonlinear sigma model Ka¨hler potential
under G-transformation: δGKNL(φ, φ
†) = F (φ) + F †(φ†). The matter kinetic terms,
S†i e
qiKNL(φ,φ
†)Si, or any function of them, should also be added in the total Ka¨hler po-
tential K(φ, φ†, S, S†). If the superpotential W (S) here is replaced by a single H-singlet
matter S, then this proposal becomes equivalent to the recent proposal by Komargodski
and Seiberg [8].
The problem of this proposal is, however, that it turns out [9] that the supersymmetry
has to be spontaneously broken in order for the linear term in the nonlinear sigma model
Ka¨hler potential KNL(φ, φ
†) to exist nonvanishingly at the stationary point of the scalar
potential.
In this paper, therefore, we propose another way to solve the problem, which works
irrespectively of the spontaneous SUSY breaking. We show that if one drops all the
U(1)’s in the unbroken subgroup H of the Ka¨hler manifold G/H , one can construct a
SUSY nonlinear sigma model with an exactly G-invariant Ka¨hler potential which can be
safely coupled to SUGRA. We also show that the non-invariance under G-transformation
has the same origin as the inconsistency problem of the Fayet-Iliopoulos terms in SUGRA.
3
2 Invariant Ka¨hler potential
BKMU have presented three prescriptions, A-type to C-type, for constructing the invari-
ant action for the supersymmetric system of nonlinear realization of G/H [10]. They have
also shown that there exist no A-type and C-type invariant actions and only the B-type
action is available for the Ka¨hlerian G/H case. The B-type Ka¨hler potential is a linear
combination of the terms taking the form
K(φ, φ†) = ln detη(ξ
†ξ) (4)
which is generally non-invariant under non-linearly realized G/H transformation, but
yields the so-called Ka¨hler transformation K(φ, φ†) → K(φ, φ†) + F (φ) + F †(φ†). We
examine which conditions are necessary and sufficient for the Ka¨hler G/H in order for the
holomorphic function F (φ) to vanish always for G-transformations. We discuss, in this
paper, only the B-type action formulas, since phenomenologically interesting nonlinear
sigma models are mostly the cases of Ka¨hler manifold G/H , like E7/SU(5) × U(1)
3 as
discussed in the introduction. Moreover this is also sufficient since the other A-type and
C-type actions, if any, already give invariant Ka¨hler potentials.
2.1 Complex unbroken subgroup Hˆ
We first need to recall the BKMU construction [10]. When the symmetry G of the system
is spontaneously broken to its subgroup H , then the generators TA of G are divided into
two parts, Sα of the unbroken subgroup H and Xa of the rest:
{ TA ∈ G } = { Sα ∈ H, Xa ∈ G−H }. (5)
Since this is a decomposition from the real group view point, these generators are her-
mitian; S†α = Sα and X
†
a = Xa. To each of the independent broken generators Xa, a
NG boson (real field) pia corresponds. Now, in supersymmetric theory, this spontaneous
breaking G → H correspond to the breaking of complex group GC (complex extension
of G, obtained by extending the real parameters of G to complex values) into its certain
complex subgroup Hˆ [11]. Hˆ always contains HC , the complex extension of H :
Hˆ ⊃ HC. (6)
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Therefore, from the viewpoint of the complex group breaking GC → Hˆ, the real broken
generators Xa in Eq. (5) are recombined and split into complex unbroken generators
Rα′ ∈ Hˆ and complex broken generators X¯I ∈ G
C−Hˆ:
{ TA ∈ G } = { (Sα, Rα′) ∈ Hˆ, X¯I ∈ G
C−Hˆ }. (7)
The basic variable of the BKMU theory is the following variable parameterizing the
(right) coset space GC/Hˆ:
ξ(φ) ≡ eφ
IX¯I , φI ∈ C: identified with NG chiral superfields. (8)
Action of a (real) group element g ∈ G from the left of course yields an element of the
complex group GC since ξ(φ) ∈ GC and can be parameterized as
g ξ(φ) = eφ
′I X¯I · ea
αSα+bα
′
R
α′ (aα, bα
′
∈ C)
= ξ(φ′) · hˆ(φ, g) hˆ ∈ Hˆ (9)
The nonlinear G-transformation of the NG superfields φ is then defined by
ξ(φ) −−→
g∈G
ξ(φ′) = g ξ(φ) hˆ−1(φ, g) . (10)
The problem is how to construct invariants under this G transformation. The factor
g is easily cancelled by making ξ†ξ:
ξ†(φ)ξ(φ) −−→
g∈G
(hˆ−1(φ, g))†ξ†(φ)g† · g ξ(φ) hˆ−1(φ, g)
= (hˆ−1(φ, g))†ξ†(φ)ξ(φ) hˆ−1(φ, g) . (11)
But, unlike in non-SUSY case, cancelling the remaining factors (hˆ−1)† and hˆ−1 is non-
trivial since (hˆ−1)† is the function of anti-chiral superfields φ† while hˆ−1 is that of chiral
superfield φ. BKMU has given three recipes for doing this, but here we are interested only
in the B-type action, which is the unique possibility for the case of the Ka¨hler manifold
G/H .
2.2 B-type invariants
For the B-type invariants, it is known to be sufficient to consider only the fundamental
representation [10, 12]. So all the generators and group elements are henceforth under-
stood to be the representation matrices in the fundamental representation.
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Find projection matrices ηi in the fundamental representation space V satisfying
Hˆηi = ηiHˆηi, η
2
i = ηi, η
†
i = ηi. (12)
Then, with such projection matrices ηi (i = 1, 2, · · · ) and arbitrary coefficients ci
K(φ, φ†) =
∑
i
ci ln detηi(ξ
†ξ) (13)
gives the Ka¨hler potential whose
∫
d2θd2θ¯ integral is G-invariant. Here detηi denotes the
determinant in the ηi projected subspace ηiV .
We can easily show this if we use the property (12) of projection matrices η:
ln detη(ξ
′†ξ′) = ln detη
(
η(hˆ−1)†ξ†ξ hˆ−1η
)
= ln detη
(
η(hˆ−1)†η · ηξ†ξη · ηhˆ−1η
)
= ln detη(hˆ
−1†) + ln detη(ξ
†ξ) + ln detη(hˆ
−1) (14)
But the first and third terms in the last expression is functions of anti-chiral superfields
φ† and of chiral superfields φ alone, respectively, so that the Ka¨hler potential (13) is really
a quantity receiving a Ka¨hler transformation under the G-transformation:
K(φ, φ†) −−→
g∈G
K(φ′, φ†′) = K(φ, φ†) + F (φ) + F †(φ†),
with F (φ) =
∑
i
ci ln detηi(hˆ
−1). (15)
2.3 G-invariant Ka¨hler potential
Now we can answer the question when the Ka¨hler potential itself becomes G-invariant;
namely, we consider when the yielded holomorphic functions F (φ) and their complex
conjugate F †(φ†) always vanish for any G-transformation. The holomorphic function can
be rewritten into the form
F (φ) = ln detη(hˆ
−1) = −tr Ln (ηhˆ−1η) = tr [ η Ln (hˆ) ] = −tr [ η Ln (hˆ) ] (16)
where Ln is the logarithm function of matrix and the the property (12) of projection
matrices η has been used in the second equality. Ln (hˆ) is an element of the Lie-algebra
Hˆ.
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The Hˆ-structure theorem by BKMU tells us that
Hˆ = H⊕R, H =
⊕
i
Hi ⊕
⊕
a
U(1)a. (17)
where R is a nilpotent ideal of Hˆ whose generators are represented by nilpotent matrices,
and H is a direct sum of simple algebras Hi and U(1) algebras U(1)a whose generators can
be taken to be hermitian matrices. We can decompose the representation space V ofG into
a direct sum of H-irreducible representation spaces V i, V =
⊕
iV i. Since V is now the
fundamental representation, the V i is the fundamental representation of the simple algebra
Hi and all the other simple algebras Hj(j 6= i) are trivial there. It may be helpful to see
how the representation matrices for the generators look like in the base corresponding to
this decomposition. For the case of four simple algebras Hi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), for instance, it
looks like 

H1 R12 R13 0
0 H2 R23 0
0 0 H3 0
0 0 0 H4

 (18)
The generators of Hi are represented by hermitian matrices having non-zero entries in the
diagonal block denoted by the same letter Hi. The generators of the nilpotent ideal R of
Hˆ have non-zero entries at off-diagonal blocks (which, generally, can be placed in upper
right blocks). We took an example of Hˆ not containing Ri4(i = 1, 2, 3). The generators
of U(1)’s have non-zero entries only at diagonal matrix elements, which can spread over
several Hi blocks but must be proportional to unit matrix in each Hi block because of
the irreducibility of the representation space V i.
For this example, the independent projection operators ηi satisfying the property (12)
are given by
η1 =


1n1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 , η2 =


1n1 0 0 0
0 1n2 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 , η3 =


1n1 0 0 0
0 1n2 0 0
0 0 1n3 0
0 0 0 0

 ,
η4 =


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1n4

 (19)
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where 1ni is the ni-dimensional unit matrix with ni = dimV i. Note that the inclusion
relation η1V ⊂ η2V ⊂ η3V is determined by the structure of the nilpotent ideal R of Hˆ.
If there were no projection η in (16), then the holomorphic function F (φ) = tr [ Ln (hˆ) ]
clearly vanishes if hˆ contains no U(1) parts, since the simple group generators and nilpo-
tent generators are traceless. We now show that the same condition is required for the
general Ka¨hler potential not to yield non-zero F (φ) under any G transformation.
First, the simple group generators in Hi are always traceless in any representation
space, so in particular, the trace restricted in the H-irreducible subspace V i is zero.
From the property (12) of the projection operators ηi, each projected space ηjV satisfy
HˆηjV ⊂ ηjV . So each H-irreducible subspace V i is either fully contained in ηiV or
otherwise not contained at all. Therefore, the generators of the simple algebras Hi in hˆ
cannot give non-zero contribution to tr [ ηj Ln (hˆ) ] for any projection operators ηj. It is
also clear that the nilpotent generators of R in hˆ cannot contribute either to tr [ ηj Ln (hˆ) ]
for any ηj .
So the only possibility for giving non-vanishing tr [ ηj Ln (hˆ) ] is the generators of U(1)-
subalgebras U(1)a contained in hˆ. We now show that U(1)-subalgebras, if contained in
H, actually gives non-vanishing holomorphic contributions to F (φ) for generic Ka¨hler
potentials, so that it is necessary and sufficient for the generic Ka¨hler potential to be
exactly invariant under G-transformation that the unbroken subgroup Hˆ contains no
U(1) factor groups.
The generator of a U(1)-subalgebra U(1)a, which we denote as Ya, are proportional to
unit matrix in each subspace V i as we noted above. Therefore, the trace restricted in the
V i subspace of any U(1) generator Ya is non-zero; tr ViYa 6= 0. But, as seen in the above
example explicitly, and is generally true, the projection operator onto V i is realized as
one of the ηj projectors, or otherwise, as the difference ηi − ηi−1, so that
tr ViYa = tr [ηiYa ] 6= 0 or tr ViYa = tr [ηiYa ]− tr [ηi−1Ya ] 6= 0 . (20)
Thus, for the generic Ka¨hler potential (13), this type of η-projected trace of U(1) generator
necessarily appears in the holomorphic function F (φ) in δK, and gives non-vanishing
F (φ). Therefore, as far as we allow the most general form of Ka¨hler potential (13), any
U(1) algebras should not be included in the Hˆ . This finishes the proof.
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A few remarks are in order:
1) If G/H is a Ka¨hler manifold, then it is possible to choose the complex subgroup
Hˆ such that G/H ≃ GC/Hˆ and the boson components of the chiral superfields param-
eterizing GC/Hˆ, both the real and imaginary parts, all stand for the true NG bosons
corresponding to the spontaneous breaking G → H . This case was called pure real-
ization. However, unfortunately, it is known that H necessarily contains at least a U(1)
factor group for Ka¨hlerian G/H case, so that the Ka¨hler potential for such a case is
generally not invariant under G-transformation. So it cannot couple to supergravity in a
G-invariant manner as far as a constant term exists in a superpotential.
2) If we restrict the Ka¨hler potential to a non-generic form, however, then, we can
have an exact G-invariant Ka¨hler potential even for H containing U(1) factor groups.
For instance, the present authors and Uehara [13] once discussed supersymmetric U(4n+
2)/SU(2)×U(4n) nonlinear sigma model in the context of identifying weak gauge bosons
as composite gauge fields of a hidden local symmetry. There, actually two projection
operators exist: corresponding to the H-irredusible decomposition of 4n+ 2-dimensional
vector space into 2-dimensional one and 4n-dimensional one,
η1 =
(
12 0
0 0
)
, η2 =
(
12 0
0 14n
)
(21)
Actually η2 is just the unit operator in the total vector space so that it is not a genuine
projection operator, but it is an allowed projection operator giving a non-trivial Ka¨hler
potential in this case since G = U(4n + 2) = SU(4n + 2) × U(1) contains a U(1).
They considered the Ka¨hler potential using η1 projection operator alone, then the U(1)
factor group element contained in H = U(4n) = SU(4n) × U(1) does not contribute to
tr [η1Ln (hˆ)] since the U(1) is acting only in the 4n-dimensional subspace (1− η1)V .
3 Common origin with the Fayet-Iliopoulos term prob-
lem
Komargodski and Seiberg [8] have already noticed the similarity between the difficulties
in coupling the system to supergravity for two cases of the nonlinear sigma model and
the Fayet-Iliopoulos term. But these two problems are not merely similar but is actually
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possessing the same origin. This is because all the nonlinear G/H sigma-model Lagrangian
can be cast into the form in which the hidden local symmetry Hlocal is made manifest by
introducing auxiliary gauge field variables. IfH contains U(1) factor groups, the rewritten
lagrangian with a manifest hidden-local symmetry contains the Fayet-Iliopoulos term for
the hidden-local U(1) vector superfield.
For the simplest case of Grassmannian Ka¨hler manifold U(n+m)/U(n)×U(m), this
fact has been known for a long time. Zumino [14] has written the Ka¨hler potential for
this coset space in the form
K(φ, φ†) = tr Ln (1n + φ
†φ) = ln det(1n + φ
†φ) (22)
where φ is a chiral superfield valued m× n matrix, which is related to the BKMU coset
variable ξ ∈ GC/Hˆ by
ξ =
( n m
n 1n 0
m φ 1n
)
(23)
and Zumino’s action is identical with BKMU’s
K(φ, φ†) = ln detη1(ξ
†ξ) (24)
with the unique projection operator η1 in this case:
η1 =
(
1n 0
0 0
)
. (25)
Aoyama [15] has shown for the first time that this Lagrangian is equivalently rewritten
into the following form possessing U(n)local symmetry:
L =
∫
d2θd2θ¯ K(Φ,Φ†, V ) K(Φ,Φ†, V ) = tr (Φ†ΦeV )− g tr V . (26)
where Φ is an (n +m) × n matrix chiral superfield and V is a n × n U(n) gauge super-
field. This lagrangian is manifestly invariant under the global U(n +m) and local U(n)
transformation:
Φ → gΦh†(x, θ, θ¯), g ∈ U(n +m), h(x, θ, θ¯) ∈ U(n)local (27)
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Since the U(n) gauge superfield V is an auxiliary field possessing no kinetic term, the V
equation of motion can be solved:
δL
δV
= 0 ⇒ g e−V = Φ†Φ ⇒ −V = Ln (Φ†Φ) . (28)
Substituting this back into Eq. (26), we find the Ka¨hler potential to become
K = g tr Ln (Φ†Φ) = g ln det(Φ†Φ). (29)
This still possesses the U(n)local gauge symmetry with chiral superfield parameter, so that
we can take
Φ =
( n
n 1n
m φ
)
, (30)
as a gauge fixing condition. Then it reduces to the original Zumino’s form of the Ka¨hler
potential.
If we take this gauge condition in the Lagrangian (26), the global G-transformation
induces a local gauge transformation h(φ, g) ∈ U(n)local in order to keep the form (30).
Then it is actually the Fayet-Iliopoulos term −gtrV that yield the holomorphic term shift
F (φ) = tr Lnh(φ, g) of the Ka¨hler potential. This manifestly shows the equivalence of
the two problems of the nonlinear sigma model and the Fayet-Iliopoulos term.
This type of rewriting of the Lagrangian into the form in which the hidden local
symmetry Hˆ is manifest was given for more general Ka¨hler manifold cases in Ref.[16]. So
we can generally see the common root of the two problems.
4 Discussion and conclusions
The SUSY nonlinear sigma model for E7/SU(5) × U(1)
3 is very interesting, since it
accommodates just three families of quark and lepton chiral multiplets as NG multiplets.
However, this nonlinear sigma model has two independent problems. One is that it suffers
from so-called nonlinear sigma model anomalies [17]. That is, the fermion path-integral
is ill defined on the Ka¨hler manifold. The other problem is that the model can not be
coupled to SUGRA unless the superpotential vanishes, W = 0 [6]. It was pointed out
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[18] that the former problem can be solved if one introduces one extra matter multiplet
transforming as 5∗ of the unbroken SU(5). In this paper we have shown that we can make
the Ka¨hler potentials for nonlinear sigma models completely invariant under the global
symmetry G if we eliminate all U(1) subgroups from the unbroken subgroup H . Then,
they can be easily coupled to SUGRA without any explicit breaking of the G symmetry.
Now we propose a E7/SU(5) nonlinear sigma model coupled to SUGRA, which consists
of three (5∗ + 10+ 1+ 1) + one 5 as NG multiplets and one extra matter 5∗. We must
introduce the gauge interactions of the SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1) subgroup of the unbroken
SU(5) and also Yukawa couplings for quark and lepton chiral multiplets to make the
model realistic. They are explicit breaking terms of the total group G. We do not know
the origin of the breaking terms, but if they are only sources of the explicit breaking we
may have interesting predictions testable at LHC [19]. Namely, all squarks and sleptons
are massless at the tree level even after the SUSY is spontaneously broken. This is
because the G invariance is kept unbroken in the limit of all gauge and Yukawa couplings
vanishing and the masslessness of the NG bosons are guaranteed as long as the SUSY
breaking sector never breaks the G symmetry. And the introduction of the gauge and
Yukawa interactions do not contribute to the NG boson’s SUSY-breaking masses at the
tree level. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that all squarks and sleptons are massless
at the cut-off scale, say the Planck or GUT scale. Then, the squarks and sleptons receive
their masses from higher order corrections from the gauge and Yukawa interactions, which
are calculable. It is extremely interesting to test this hypothesis at LHC.
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